
disappointed when they looked inside.
Peter rode a bicycle up and down the
road for 10 km on the chance that it had
been tossed aside. 

Now Peter’s 203 is a 1949 model with a
different sump to the later models and,
as he found out, a replacement was not
easy to find. 

The early sump is a one
piece aluminium

casting. 

Much
ringing
around took
place and even if you had a very dead
early 203 rusting away in your back
paddock, much effort would be needed
to get the engine out to remove the
sump. 

Eventually he rang Ray Vorhauer, another
Redex Rerun rerunner (they both hate a
red!), and would you believe Ray was
cleaning up his shed and had 2 early 203
engines on his trailer ready to take to the
tip. Peter’s 203 is now up and running
again.

Stoppers
I HAVE always said that if your car’s
stoppers and steerers are OK then you
will be safe. 203s have a rubber nipple
below the glass brake fluid reservoir. The
Worm Register has a few new
reproduction nipples to sell. $20.00 plus
AUD$3.00 postage within Australia.
Renault 750s use the same nipple.

Fire Pump
I HAVE been writing about 203 engines
being used in non car applications such
as in tractors. Les Amoureux de la 203-
403 is a French club for 203s and 403s
and last year they held their Annual
General Meeting in Alsace. While strolling
in the evening some members inspected
the local fire station and discovered a
trailer mounted pump, a Guinard, driven
by a 203 engine. Serious offers were
made to the sapêurs but the pump was
not for sale. 
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ANOTHER year! If you like playing with
numbers take a picture of your 404 in

April this year. This year is a big year for
the Peugeot Car Club of Victoria. The
PCCV will be celebrating the 50th
anniversary: 1954 to 2004. We are
confident that we are the oldest Peugeot
club in the world. There are not many
one make clubs that are older also.
Celebrations are planned.

It is also 15 years since I started writing
about worm drive Peugeots. Time passes!
But it has been fun. My 203 GRM203 will
be 50 years old in 2004. It was first
registered on Xmas eve 1954. It was one
of the first 203Cs to land in Australia. A
celebration is planned.

The Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
celebrated its centenary in January with a
big rally for older cars. About 1000 cars
took part, starting from three venues and
all ending up at a racecourse outside
Melbourne. There were at least five
Peugeots there. Paul Watson parked his
403 behind a Mini Moke with a desirable
number plate, JC 403. 

Sump stumped
PETER MOORE drove his 203 on the
Redex Rerun, sometimes vigorously on
the competitive side events like hill climbs
etc. He was always aware of a slight
knock in the engine and as one can
imagine, there were many interested ears
and learned opinions from Rerun
entrants.

He didn’t think it was bearings.
Compression was good on all cylinders so
he kept going. He has since pulled the
engine down and rebuilt it. He was
surprised to find that one piston had lost
most of the skirt below the gudgeon pin
(axe de la piston). Some have said that
only a Peugeot would have kept going
but maybe they are biased.

He needed a sump gasket for the rebuild
so he left the sump in a plastic bag in his
road side letterbox (Peter lives on a farm
180 km from Melbourne) for a friend to
pick up and make a gasket. Within an
hour the bag had gone. Stolen by
someone who would have been

A Pristine worm
KERRY And Trish Torpy’s 404 always looked like it had just come out of the showroom
during the Redex Rerun. It is reported that they washed the car every day. When they
got back to Perth this cartoon appeared.
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It will be interesting to see what this very
desirable 203 variation sells for in the
land of V8s and fins. 

Darl’mat has been a Peugeot dealer in
Paris for many years. Before WW2 they
created those handsome single seat
tourers and coupés on 302 and 402
chassis. 

The Darl’mat 203 was lowered, fitted
with a unique grill and other details like
spats over the rear wheels. There was
even a small fin on the centre line of the
boot lid. The engine was increased to
1500cc and fitted with twin carburettors. 

Peugeot Promotion
A TV commercial for the 407 release is to
made in Australia to be shown
throughout the world. I got a phone call
looking for some early Peugeots to buy to
feature in the advertisement. Not
necessarily runners. 

Some, looking for a conspiracy,
suggested that the search might be a
front for someone wanting to export our
treasured 203s and 403s overseas. I am
assured that this is not the case. 

Anyway my reading of the selling prices
of 203s in Europe suggested that 203s
sell for more in Australia. It will be
interesting to see the advertisement
eventually.

Video Clips
11 Video clips from the Redex Rerun are
now up for downloading from
www.pccv.org 
Be patient if you are not on broadband.
Some clips from recent worm weekends
should be up soon. 

The Worm Drive Register is for all worm drive Peugeots
in Australia. It reproduces some parts and knows who
has parts, reprints manuals, and keeps in contact with

owners of older Peugeots overseas.
Back copies of the Worm Review can be downloaded

from http://worm.rkweb.org
Gordon Miller 28 Olive Ave, Mount Waverley Vic 3149 

Ph 03 9807 3586 (9am-9pm), wormreg@ultramode.net
Paul Watson 5 Beatrice St, Glen Iris, Vic 3146
Ph 03 9889 2721, paulandnola@bigpond.com

Darl’mat 203 
A Darl’mat 203 is to be
auctioned in USA this week.
Barrett-Jackson will be auctioning
775 collectable cars over four
days in Arizona. Have a look at
www.barrett-
jackson.com/events/scottsdale


